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Abstract: Industrial production has brought increased wellbeing in the last years, but the amount
of solid waste has undoubtedly increased. Thus, open dumpsites and landfills have been created
throughout the world, with serious impacts on the environment and public health. In such a context,
occupational health and safety (OHS) issues related to workers that have to deal with landfill
characterization or management have not been considered sufficiently. To reduce such a research gap,
in 2019 a research project started in Italy on OHS risk assessment in landfills. In fact, in such facilities,
workers can be subjected to direct contact with the polluted environment and might not be completely
aware of the entity and type of pollution (e.g., in open dumpsites). Starting with the analysis of
INAIL data on accidents at work which occurred in Italy during the period 2008–2019, a specific
risk analysis was carried out with the goal of defining risk determinants and profiles by means of
K-means cluster analysis. Such an analysis allowed us to recognize the use of work equipment and
the work environment as the main determinants of the accidents on the one hand, and the “driver
of the excavator” as the most risky activity on the other. The achieved results take a step forward
towards the characterization of occupational health and safety issues in landfills. Accordingly, the
research outcomes represent a basis on which to address further research work in this field.

Keywords: occupational health and safety; risk assessment; safety management; landfilling operations;
accident prevention; cluster analysis

1. Introduction

Even though circular economy approaches have been promoted fostering the reduction
of waste [1], in recent years the ever-increasing production of goods and services has caused
a massive production of disposed goods and materials, which are still sent to landfills.
According to World Bank Group data, global waste generation was estimated to reach
2.01 billion tons in 2016, and in most countries open dumpsites and landfills were found to
be the main waste disposal methods [2].

In particular, one of the main issues related to waste disposal is represented by the
management of illegal dumping, which refers to “Waste materials that have been dumped,
tipped or otherwise deposited onto land where no licence or approval exists to accept such
waste. Illegal dumping varies from small bags of rubbish in an urban environment to larger
scale dumping of waste materials in isolated areas, such as bushland” [3]. As observed by
Limoli et al. [4], landfills may cause the emission in the environment of hazardous gases,
dust, and leachate, due to biochemical waste degradation, which can have serious impacts
on the environment and public health [5–8].

To deal with this phenomenon, a consistent legislative framework has been imple-
mented all over the world, as well as several research initiatives [9–11]. For instance, in
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Europe, the Waste Shipment Regulation was the first act aimed at regulating the traffic
of waste among European and Extra-European countries [4,12]. Directive 2008/99/EC
provided the framework to promote the protection of the environment through criminal
law provisions [13]. Then, in 2018 the European Commission also updated the legislative
framework on waste landfills by means of the Directive 2018/850/EU [14].

Similarly, in Japan, a series of recent amendments has been added to the Waste
Management and Public Cleansing Law, to include expanded criteria for operating waste
treatments in landfills [15]. The Government of Singapore introduced severe provisions
too, through the Environmental Public Health Act (EPHA) [16], while in New South Wales
(Australia) the Protection of the Environment Operations (PEO) Act foresaw a tiered range
of penalties for illegal dumping [17].

However, from the legislative point of view, only general provisions on occupational
risk assessment and management can be found at the moment, while specific measures for
this sector are missing. The lack of safety requirements for workers operating in landfills
has been also outlined by Al-Khatib et al. [18], who investigated occupational health and
safety among scavengers.

Such a situation can also be found in the literature, where numerous studies have
investigated health and environmental problems related to illegal dumpsites and their
management [19–21], while occupational health and safety issues concerning the operators
involved in landfilling operations have not been considered sufficiently [22]. Indeed, be-
sides guidelines providing instructions on how to carry out the cleanup of these sites (which
are called “remediation activities”) [23], there is a lack of studies and official documents ad-
dressing OHS for the workers involved in landfill remediation and management activities.

Based on the above considerations, in Italy, during the period 2019–2022, a joint
research project on OHS risk assessment in landfills was carried out involving academia
and the National Institute for Accidents at Work (INAIL) with the goal of developing
specific occupational risk assessment models for activities carried out in landfills through
the analysis of the official databases on work-related accidents. Thus, this study proposes
the results achieved by such a project mainly focusing on the following aspects:

• definition of the accident causation model for workers involved in the characterization
and management of landfills;

• definition of specific risk profiles for safety management in landfills.

In fact, on the one hand, the former represents a key aspect from the occupational
safety point of view, since these activities in contaminated sites are of particular concern
due to the lack of complete knowledge regarding the potential risks for the operators, as
stressed by Burger and Gochfeld [24]. On the other hand, the latter issue can provide the
definition of specific risk profiles which are capable of leading to the implementation of
more precise and effective safety management procedures [25].

More in detail, the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a background
analysis is carried out to better explain the safety problems related to landfills. In Section 3,
the research approach used to investigate risk profiles by means of cluster analysis tools
is described. Section 4 illustrates the results achieved, while Section 5 discusses the
study’s outputs. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper, addressing the direction for further
research work.

2. Background Analysis

The background analysis is aimed at providing the “state of art” concerning the
safety problems related to landfills, which includes both the effects on public health and the
environment, as well as occupational risks. With this goal in mind, recent studies addressing
these topics are considered, although a systematic literature review is not performed.

2.1. Effects of Landfills on Public Health and Environment

Inside any landfill, some biological and chemical reactions occur, converting a part of
the waste into toxic substances released by landfill gas (LFG) and leachate. LFG includes
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hundreds of different gases: Nitrogen, Oxygen, Ammonia, Sulfides, Hydrogen, Carbon
Monoxide, and non-Methane organic compounds. However, from 45% to 60% of LFG is
covered by Methane (CH4) and about 35% by Carbon Dioxide (CO2) [7,26].

Analyzing epidemiologic studies, there is evidence that the continuous inhalation of
CH4 and CO2 can cause nausea, vomiting, headache, loss of coordination, and increased
blood pressure. At very high levels of exposure, methane may lead to coma and death
due to asphyxia. Moreover, CH4 is known to be extremely flammable and able to cause
explosions when its concentration reaches 5% to 15% in the air [27,28].

With reference to acid gases, researchers have shown that Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) and
Sulphur Oxides (SOx) can cause nose and throat irritations, respiratory diseases (especially
in asthmatic people), and heart illnesses [29]. Additionally, neurological symptoms and
deficits and vascular and respiratory diseases are reported to be related to the persistent in-
halation of Hydrogen Sulphide (H2S). H2S is also a highly flammable gas, which contributes
to the typical bad odors of landfill sites [30,31].

In the case of open dumping, dust and particulate matter can also be easily released
into the atmosphere [4,32]. Accordingly, humans can be subjected to inhalation or accidental
dermic contact or ingestion of heavy metals, absorbed by waste and soil particles floating
in the air. The effects of heavy metals on human health are different according to each
compound; they usually interfere with metabolic processes and can be carcinogenic [33].

Toxic substances for humans are also found in leachate: Aniline, Arsenic, Byphenil,
Cyanide, Dichloromethane, Ethylbenzene, Fluoride, Nitrogen, Phosphorous, Toluene, etc.,
have been listed as chemicals discovered in more than 5% of leachate samples [34]. Addi-
tionally, leachate can contain many bacteria (e.g., Escherichia coli, total coliforms, etc.) [34].

Harmful effects of leachate on public health are generally reported as indirect, i.e.,
related to environmental pollution. In fact, the lack of efficient collection and treatment
systems of leachate is likely to cause the contamination of soil, surface, and/or groundwater,
and, accordingly, of food reservoirs (agricultural and farm products) [35,36].

Some studies on working conditions in open dumpsites can provide further informa-
tion on the hazards on public health and the environment. Scavenging operators can be
subjected to injuries from sharp surfaces (including potentially contaminated surfaces),
as well as poisoning from chemicals [37,38]. A study carried out by Nyathi et al. [39]
revealed that most injuries for pickers in the Onderstepoort waste dumpsite were cuts
on the hands and legs. Moreover, bacterial infection and related pathogenic diseases are
common consequences in such places [40].

Furthermore, some fatalities in uncontrolled dumps occurred due to waste slides,
which have caused major disasters worldwide [21,41]. The main causes leading to landfill
slope instability are heavy rainfall that infiltrates waste, waste heterogeneity, waste with
poor geotechnical features (in terms of shear strength, cohesion, and compressibility), and
the lack of a waste compaction process [42,43].

Finally, another threat is waste burning, both spontaneous (due to the lack of previous
waste treatment) and intentional (to obtain more space in the dumpsite). A survey on
recycling workers in the Gaza Strip (Palestine) showed that 175 out of 300 people (more
than 58%) had suffered burns during the last twelve months [18].

An overview of landfill mismanagement effects on public health and environment is
reported in Table 1.

2.2. OHS Risk Assessment

Based on the above considerations, in landfill remediation and management activities,
major risks for workers can derive from the fluxes of contaminants released by dumps;
as observed by Limoli et al. [4], in such an environment, gases, leachate, and dust can
be found. The presence of gases can lead operators to states of illness and even generate
explosive climates. Moreover, toxic gases could be generated by waste burning, which
is not unusual in landfills, as noted by Chavan et al. [44], who distinguished them into
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surface and sub-surface fires, where the latter burn old waste materials below the surface
with disruptive effects on the biogas collection system and leachate liner.

Table 1. Effects of waste dumpsites on public health and environment.

Landfill Emissions Main Hazards Effects on Public Health and Environment

Landfill gas

CO2 nausea, vomiting, headache, loss of coordination, and high blood
pressure; CH4: coma and death due to asphyxia at very high levelsCH4

NOx respiratory diseases and heart illnesses
SOx

H2S neurological symptoms and deficits, vascular and respiratory
diseases; extremely flammable; bad odors

Dust,
particulate matter heavy metals Carcinogenic

Leachate Chemicals (e.g., heavy metals, acids)
and microorganisms

Contamination of soil, surface and/or groundwater, and, accordingly,
of food reservoirs

Uncovered solid waste Sharps; flammable waste; pathogens;
geotechnical instability Waste slides; open burning; illnesses; injuries; changes in biodiversity

Another aspect that should be taken into account is represented by the effects of both
the anaerobic degradation of organic material and the infiltration of rain. The resulting
leachate can have negative consequences for the workers both in case of direct exposure
(e.g., contact with skin or ingestion) as well as in case of indirect exposure, such as the
inhalation of gases and vapors [45].

Solid waste can also cause injuries due to the presence of sharp objects, while its
surface can cause falls and could even collapse due to its poor geotechnical stability. Ismail
et al. [42] reported that surface deformations are caused by the low level of cohesion of solid
waste and its friction angles. Accordingly, risks for workers, such as falling from height
and cuts, should be considered together with falling objects/materials and entrapment due
to the presence of sinking areas.

Finally, it is worth noting that additional risks derive from the presence of bacteria
and animals (e.g., rats and snakes) that can lead to both diseases and injuries [46,47].

Besides these specific risks, it must be noted that other hazardous situations can be
found in construction sites, for example, those related to the use of machinery, hazardous
substances (which are needed for field tests), and the presence of falling materials and
electricity [25,48]. As previously remarked, only a few studies deal with OHS risks in
these activities, underestimating the fact that landfill personnel work in direct proximity to
numerous sources of danger [49].

To sum up the main risks for workers, a matrix sorted by activities and exposures
is reported in Table 2: it should be noted that the indications provided are very general
because a more detailed risk assessment can be carried out only when the specific working
context and equipment are defined.

Table 2. Risk exposure per main activity carried out in landfills.

Activity Hazards OHS Risks

Topographic measures solid waste, cutting objects, toxic gases, electricity,
bacteria, and pathogens biologic risk, fire risk, chemical risk, electric shock

Sampling
solid waste, cutting objects, toxic gases, geotechnical

instability, leachate, flammable waste, machinery,
bacteria, and pathogens

biologic risk, chemical risk, slipping and tripping, fire
risk, risk of falling from height, risk of falling materials,

risks related to machinery

Preliminary site visits solid waste, cutting objects, toxic gases, leachate, bacteria,
and pathogens, geotechnical instability

risk of falling materials, slipping and tripping, fire risk,
biological risk, chemical risk

Working area set up solid waste, cutting objects, machinery, contemporary
presence of different contractors

risk of falling materials, slipping and tripping,
machinery-related risks, interferential risks

Remediation activities solid waste, cutting objects, toxic gases, leachate, bacteria
and pathogens, machinery, geotechnical instability

risk of falling materials, biological risk, chemical risk,
slipping and tripping, fire risk, machinery-related risks

Logistics/transportation machinery, vehicles, contemporary presence of
several workers machinery-related risks, transportation-related risks
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3. Materials and Methods

The research aimed to provide firstly a systematic analysis of accident causes in land-
fills and then a specific risk assessment for landfill management, based on the classifications
of accidents through a data-driven approach carried out by means of cluster analysis. To
achieve such a goal, national and European databases on occupational accidents were used.
These tools are organized following a data mining approach: in fact, thanks to Regulation
2011/349/EU [50], data on occupational injuries have been organized at the European
level through a specific model, which enables the comparison of statistics among European
countries for research purposes [51,52]. As argued by Hola et al. [53], European databases
report an analysis of accidents organized in a standardized manner, making the comparison
of results of different investigations possible.

The use of occupational accident databases is very diffused in safety research in
different sectors. To cite a few, with reference to the wood industry, Comberti et al. [52]
carried out an application of self-organizing maps and K-means clustering for a sample
of 1200 events. Accordingly, Lombardi et al. [25] showed the application of K-means
clustering for a sample of 116 accidents to investigate electric shock in the construction
sector. Molinero-Ruiz et al. [54] investigated the validity of the European Statistics on
Accidents at Work (ESAW) variables’ coding system to make specific risk profiling, while in
the research by Jacinto and Soares [51], information on risks in the quarrying industry was
derived through a data-driven approach. Similarly, Chokor et al. [55] developed a Natural
Language Processing (NLP) methodology to evaluate risk profiles in the construction
industry from OSHA safety inspection reports.

Actually, accident analysis is a very effective means to better understand the factors
that lead to injuries, allowing engineers to bring to light recurring critical features [56]. Such
an aspect was outlined by other studies, which demonstrated the benefits of investigating
accidents based on databases to gain information on accidents′ causes and determinants,
providing more specific protective and preventive measures [57,58]. In such a context, sev-
eral studies have used cluster analysis to investigate accident reports and better categorize
data emerging from statistics [59,60], pinpointing the usefulness of cluster analysis as a
predictive tool in the management of safety information [25].

Consequently, this study is based on the use of the K-means cluster analysis to bet-
ter categorize accidents that occurred in landfills, bringing to light the relevance of the
most impactful accidents′ determinants (i.e., the accidents’ variables), and their mutual
relationships. More in detail, our research approach consists of two main phases:

1. The first phase concerned data collection, where information is gained from the acci-
dent databases of the Italian Workers Compensation Authority (INAIL) and organized;

2. In the second phase, a cluster analysis of a selected sample of accidents is carried out
with the goal of identifying the main accident determinants and the related risks.

3.1. Data Collection

In this study the database called “Information Fluxes INAIL-Regions” was considered,
as it was recognized as a valuable source of data in the scientific literature on risk assess-
ment [52,61]. In this database, accidents are organized into vectors with alphanumeric
coefficients, to avoid identifying people involved in the event (workers and employers),
due to European privacy requirements. The data analyzed concerned the period 2009–2019,
and the initial dataset included both moderate and serious accidents at work that occurred
during this period. Previous accidents were not selected because the task classification,
which was essential for identifying accidents in landfills, has only been made available by
INAIL since 2008.

Hence, for each event, details are provided on accident dynamics, injured worker,
employer, accident consequences, and complementary accident features, as illustrated
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Main features of the INAIL database.

Accident Factors Accident Categories

Activity; contact; deviation; material agent of activity; material agent
of contact; material agent of deviation; working process; workplace Dynamics

Working task; age range; sex; nationality; level of working experience Injured worker

INAIL compensation rate; ATECO code (i.e., the Italian classification
of Economic Activities [62]); type of company; number of employees Employer

Type of accident; type of injury; part of the body injured; lost days
at work Consequences

“In itinere” accident (yes/no); road accident; geographic accident
location (region); year of the event; accident compensation Other features

With reference to the first category (accident dynamics) it must be noted that: “Activity”
stands for the working task performed by the injured worker when the event occurred;
“Material Agent” of the activity is the object, material, etc., that was used by the worker
while the accident occurred; “Deviation” is the accident determinant, i.e., the initial event
that led to the injury. Based on this, the following definitions can be added:

• Material agent of the deviation, which represents the object, material, etc., that gener-
ated the source of injury;

• Contact, which stands for the way the injury occurred;
• Material agent of contact, which is the object, material etc. that inflicted the injury;
• Workplace is the working area where the accident occurred;
• Working process is the company process which the performed activity is part of.

For the purposes of this study, a unique Accident Code (AC) was assigned to each
event, using the ESAW classification variables as data filters. Then, the Infor.MO database
by INAIL [63] was considered in order to define the accidents’ determinants. This database
reports serious and fatal accidents only, providing detailed information on the energy
exchange and descriptors of each event [64]. According to the Infor.MO model, accidents’
determinants are defined as factors increasing the risk of incidents and can be related to:

• Activity of the injured (D1), i.e., the whole of the irregular actions performed by the
injured person during the incident;

• Activities of third parties (D2), i.e., inappropriate actions performed by other workers
or people present in the incident area;

• Working materials (D3);
• Work equipment (D4), i.e., equipment of any type (or part of it) which caused the

accident due to some critical issues, such as presence of dangerous elements, removal
of protections, tampering with protections, etc.;

• Working environment (D5): this category includes the absence of barriers, protections,
parapets, armor, and inadequate signage; the absence of safe routes; the presence of
bulky, dangerous elements; the presence of electrical wires and electrical line; the
absence of suitable lighting; the presence of gases, vapors or liquids;

• Working clothes and personal protective equipment (PPE) (D6).
• It must be noted that for the study’s purposes, the Infor.MO database was only used

to define the accidents’ determinants, while the analyzed sample of accidents was
derived from another database, called “Information Fluxes INAIL-Regions”.

3.2. Cluster Analysis

Cluster analysis is a widespread statistical tool used for classification: it allows analysts
to group together items whose patterns of scores on certain variables are similar [65].
In particular, the K-means cluster analysis was used to identify homogenous groups
of accident cases in landfill activities, adopting the procedure proposed by Punj and
Stewart [66]. The application procedure can be summarized as follows:
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1. Extraction of data related to a specific type of accident (i.e., accidents which occurred
during working activities in landfills) from the database.

2. Identification of the descriptive variables: the information available in the accident
reports is codified into n variables and the related k descriptors according to the
general model of cluster classification; in this case 4 descriptors were identified (i.e.,
the accidents’ determinants D1, D2, D3, and D4).

3. Definition of the matrix of descriptors based on the accident determinants D1–D4:
the n accident variables are converted into an algebraic vector through the Boolean
coordinates. The Boolean values in the matrix are “1” if the accident is affected by a
certain variable or “0” if the accident is not affected by that variable, in line with [25]. In
other words, such categorical information is transformed into dichotomous variables
allowing us to define a set of algebraic vectors.

4. Clustering: the set of vectors is partitioned into k (≤ n) sets, which represent the
clusters (accidents’ aggregation cluster selected on the basis of the membership
criterion—minimum Euclidean distance from the centroid): each vector is assigned
to a certain cluster based on the criterion of “proximity” to the initial centroid. This is
an iterative aggregation process that starts considering k = 4 (i.e., the number of vari-
ables). The significance of the results is performed through the Analysis of Variance
(ANOVA) test [67] and if the results related to k = 4 are not significant, the aggregation
is performed again for k = 3, and so on.

More in detail, the whole process consisted of the following activities:

1. Identification of the first accident data sample from INAIL database (period 2008–2019),
using as data filters the following criteria:

• INAIL compensation code related to “Cleaning up and urban waste cleaning”
(code 0420);

• ESAW variables “workplace” and “working process” related, respectively, to:
“industrial sites” (group code 010) and other working places (group code 999);
“other activities, complementary to groups 10, 20, 30, 40” (group code 050);

• Economic sector of the company (i.e., by means of the ATECO codes) related to
solid waste management or remediation activities.

2. Screening of data (pre-elaboration) through the selection of the following elements:

• Accident occurred in the working place (not “in itinere”);
• INAIL compensation rate related to “Urban cleaning up, landfill and incinerators

management” (code 0421);
• ATECO codes related to solid waste treatment and disposal (see Table A1);
• Working tasks, likely to be performed in landfills as indicated in the database

(see Table A2).

Then, a further screening was carried out to exclude those accidents for which sufficient
information related to the accident dynamics was not provided. This allowed us to carry
out an analysis of the accident dynamics using the factors reported in Table 3. The output
of this activity is represented by the definition of the so-called “matrix of descriptors”: the
complete matrix is available in Table S1, in the Supplementary Materials, while an extract
is shown in Table 4. In this matrix the accidents’ variables were transformed into algebraic
vectors, which allow us to estimate the influence of the accident determinants on each
event through Boolean coefficients [25]. More in detail, the elaboration of the “matrix of
descriptors” took into account only the evaluation of the following determinants: Activity
of the injured (D1), Materials (D3), Work equipment (D4), Environment (D5).
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Table 4. Matrix of descriptors (excerpt).

Accident Code (AC)
Worker’s
Activity Materials Work

Equipment Environment

D1 D3 D4 D5

AC_01 1 1 0 0
AC_02 1 0 1 0
AC_03 1 0 1 0

Cluster analysis was carried out through the software IBM SPSS Statistics® vers. 28 [68].
Such a software has been used in different research works for data mining applications and,
in particular, extracting data patterns [69,70]. In Table 5, the criteria used for the cluster
analysis are listed, as suggested by [68].

Table 5. Cluster analysis criteria.

Hypotheses Description

Algorithm K-means, combined with ANOVA tests

Variables

Determinants: Activity of the injured (D1), Materials (D2), Working
equipment (D3), Environment (D4).

As suggested by IBM, determinants D1–D4 were considered
“categorical variables” and, more in detail, “nominal variables”

Max number of clusters Equal to the number of determinants (D = 4)
Criteria Minimum Euclidean Distance from the centroids

4. Results

The selection of the first accident sample was carried out by an INAIL officer, due to
privacy reasons. Accordingly, all data used respected privacy and ethics regulations: no
sensitive or special category data were used in the analysis. Hence, all the study procedures
are in line with the Declaration of Helsinki and the Sapienza University of Rome Ethical
Code. The data filtering process is schematized in Figure 1.

Data were organized according to:

• The geographic location of accidents, through five classes stated by INAIL (northeast,
northwest, middle, southern Italy, and islands);

• ESAW variables “working place” and “working process”. However, the attention was
focused only on files where the “working place” factor (i.e., landfill) was selected as
the leading one to profile specific risks.

The output of this activity led to the selection of 636 accidents based on the geographi-
cal area, organized as follows:

• 56 accidents in central Italy (8.81%);
• 108 accidents in Italian islands (16.98%);
• 89 accidents in the northeast of Italy (13.99%);
• 333 accidents in the northwest of Italy (52.36%);
• 50 accidents in southern Italy (7.86%).

Finally, a sample of 78 accidents was selected: among them, only 8 accidents involved
a person whose working task was related to landfill operations management (code 1132).
Then, the analysis of the accident dynamics allowed us to identify 40 accident variables
influencing the accident factors. In the following tables accident variables are reported:
namely, Table 6 indicates the variables related to the material agent and physical activity;
Table 7 those related to contact and deviations; and Table 8 those involving working process
and workplace.
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Table 6. Variables related to “Material agent” factors and physical activity.

Material Agent Physical Activity

V1 Piece of Construction (i.e., stairs, floor, etc.) V10 Operations on machinery

V2 Materials V11 Objects manipulation

V3 Utensils V12 Working with utensils

V4 Machinery V13 Manual transport of items

V5 Means of transport V14 Body movements

V6 Waste V15 Other activities

V7 No agent

V8 Surfaces

V9 Other material agent

Table 7. Variables related to “Contact” and “Deviation” factors.

Contact Deviation

V16 Contact with flame/thermic source V22 Material loss

V17 Crushing V23 Breaking of material

V18 Hit by an external item V24 Control loss

V19
Contact with sharp or abrasive

materials V25 Falling

V20 Physical effort V26 Body movements

V21 Other V27 Other
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Table 8. Variables related to “Working Process” and “Workplace” factors.

Working Process Workplace

V28 Treatment/transformation V37 Industrial site

V29 Storage V38 Maintenance/production area

V30 Building works V39 Storage area

V31 Services V40 Other site

V32 Maintenance

V33 Cleaning up

V34 Waste management

V35
Circulation (with/without

means of transport)

V36 Other process

Based on this, the relationships among these variables and accident factors were
defined, as illustrated in Figure 2. It has to be underlined that these relationships were
determined through the analysis of the accidents’ reports, which are codified based on the
ESAW rules.
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Filtering the sample extracted by the INAIL database, it emerged that most accidents
are related to the use of work equipment in landfill management activities and the following
hazardous situations could be specifically depicted for operators in MSW landfills:

• AC_23 and AC_24: damages to the musculoskeletal system due to picking up a heavy
piece of equipment up (such as a garbage can, a large container, etc.);

• AC_35: slipping due to the physical effort related to picking up a heavy piece
of equipment;

• AC_66: contact with an abrasive/sharp tool due to the loss of its control.
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Similarly, the following risks were identified for operators at municipal solid waste
(MSW) landfills: slipping, manual handling, and contact with sharp or abrasive items. To
sum up, 36 accidents related to equipment misuse were analyzed, as reported in Table 9.
The determination of these risks was carried out in collaboration with a group of experts
through the analysis of the accident scenarios described in the accident reports.

Table 9. Main risks due to the work equipment misuse.

Working Tasks
[INAIL Classification]

Number of
Accidents Main Risks

Driver of the excavator 22
Slipping, handling of loads, falling from
heights, falling materials, road crushes,

being run over

Maintenance operator 6 Falling, crushing, contact with sharp or
abrasive surfaces

Electrician for vehicles 2 Contact with sharp or abrasive surfaces
Operations management worker 1 Contact with sharp or abrasive surfaces

Driver of waste compactors 1 Physical effort

Operator at MSW landfills 4 Slipping, manual handling of loads, and
contact with sharp or abrasive surfaces

Then, a K-means cluster analysis was carried out considering the selected 78 accidents
by means of the IBM SPSS Statistics software [68], and several iterations were carried
out and verified by means of ANOVA tests [67]. In Table 10, the four-cluster solution
with centroids is reported, where values in red indicate the most relevant variables for
each cluster.

Table 10. Results of the four-cluster solution.

Variables (Determinants) Cluster

1 2 3 4

Worker Activity 0.56 0.81 0.00 1.00
Materials 0.67 0.00 0.07 0.00

Work equipment misuse 0.00 0.72 0.14 0.00
Environment 0.00 0.00 1.00 1.00

Clustering validity value

cluster 1 9 cluster 2 47 cluster 3 14 cluster 4 8

Valid values 78 Missing values 0

The results of this analysis revealed that all four clusters are partially disjointed since
they are polarized on different variables: as in Table 8, the centroids of the four clusters
show a different level of correlation among the determinants. More in detail, Cluster 1 is
polarized on “worker activity” and “materials”, Cluster 2 is polarized on “worker activity”
and “work equipment misuse”, Cluster 3 is polarized on “environment”, and Cluster 4
on “worker activity” and “environment”. Thus, with regard to the accident determinants,
the “worker activity” and “environment” are the most important variables, as illustrated
in Figure 3. This elaboration of the results is in line with Schreiber and Pekarik [71], who
fostered the use of graphic representations to show the relevance of the cluster determinants.
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Then, further elaborations were carried out analyzing both three-cluster and two-
cluster solutions to better screen the relevance of the determinants. As shown in Figure 4,
which reports the three-cluster solution, the importance of the misuse of work equipment
emerged, along with worker activity.
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5. Discussion

Overall, the results achieved provide a holistic solution to risk analysis in landfills,
according to the dimensions of safety climate (work environment, organization, and indi-
vidual behavior) [72]. In fact, the proposed analysis can support engineers in considering
the multidimensional nature of safety. In the landfill working context, safety managers are
required to evaluate several factors, such as the presence of toxic substances (e.g., solid
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waste, leachate, gases, etc.), the lack of complete knowledge of the entity and type of pollu-
tion, the presence of different types of work equipment and their misuse, etc. Accordingly,
at the general level, an overview of risk management in landfills was elaborated, bringing
to light the relationships among main injury causes and these different factors. Indeed, to
provide a systematic accident assessment tool for safety professionals, a checklist (Failure
Matrix) was implemented (Table 11). Such a tool can allow engineers to analyze the causes
of an accident, distinguishing omissions and deviations in the work procedure, where a
deviation involves an incorrect execution of the work activity that can lead to an accident,
while an omission directly leads to an operational error.

Table 11. Checklist of the main injury causes and factors in landfill activities.

Ambit Injury/Disease Factors Deviation Omission

System management

Lack of training (provided)
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who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  

Lack of a system for collecting rainwater
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  

Lack of a system for collecting leachate
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  

Lack of a system for collecting gases
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Lack of stability 🔲 🔲 
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  

Machinery
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greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
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As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
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However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 
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excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
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hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
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chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 
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chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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In such a scheme, it must be noted that when referring to the operator, “errors” 
stands for those improper behaviors that are usually counted as human errors, such as 
action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is 
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’ 
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great 
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities 
greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
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work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the 
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the 
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and 
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.  
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greatly, as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should 
be made in both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the 
research of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE 
(personal protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site. 

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily an 
excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of ma-
chinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS). 
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment 
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the 
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]), 
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the 
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors, 
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and 
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the 
most dangerous issues that must be considered [78]. 

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar situ-
ation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’ 
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other 
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5. 

The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in 
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities 
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79], 
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action, checking, planning, and selection errors [73,74]. On the one hand, this aspect is
certainly related to the lack of information on the landfill features, justifying the workers’
inappropriate behavior to some extent. On the other, it must be stressed that the great
variability of the work environment affects the safety conditions of landfill activities greatly,
as demonstrated by the cluster analysis output. Hence, additional effort should be made in
both workers’ training and safety planning. This finding is consistent with the research
of Khanal et al. [75], who investigated the awareness and proper usage of PPE (personal
protective equipment) among waste workers at the Sisdol landfill site.

When referring to machinery, the work equipment used in landfills is primarily
an excavator and/or a compactor. Most hazardous situations are related to the lack of
machinery protective systems, such as dust filters and roll-over protective structures (ROPS).
However, the lack of an established viability as well as the poor training of the equipment
users must also be underlined. These results are very similar to those emerging from the
safety research on both agriculture and construction machinery drivers (e.g., [48,76,77]),
since the features of work equipment are very similar, and the uncertainties related to the
work environment can be considered comparable. Nevertheless, unlike the latter sectors,
in landfill work, the materials (i.e., the waste) have to be added as a cause of accidents and
diseases: in particular, the presence of very hazardous materials represents one of the most
dangerous issues that must be considered [78].

As far as the output of the analysis of accident dynamics is concerned, a similar
situation can be found, where the majority of accidents are those related to the excavators’
drivers, which account for more than 61% of the relevance when compared with other
activities carried out in the landfill, as shown in Figure 5.
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The relevance of all the activities related to the machinery use and management in
the occurrence of accidents is marked by the fact that the vehicle’s maintenance activities
are also relevant. Such a finding is line with the research output by Rudakov et al. [79],
who developed a risk chart for excavator operators in the mining industry in which the
hazardousness of maintenance activities is stressed. These results are confirmed by the
outcomes of the cluster analysis, according to which “environment”, “work activity”, and
“work equipment misuse” are shown to cause most accidents.

At a more general level, it should be noted that the proposed approach allowed us
to translate qualitative information on accidents into quantitative data (a set of Boolean
vectors), synthesizing information from the accident databases and bringing to light aspects
that affected the occurrence of the accident. Currently, accident reports contain qualitative
information, which was transformed into Boolean vectors allowing the analyst to better
gain information on the accident even when the report is not filled properly. In detail, each
accident corresponds to a vector where (as specified earlier) “1” means that the accident is
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affected by a certain variable, while “0” means that the accident is not affected by a certain
variable. This transformation was carried out by the authors through several meetings
that led us to fill in the matrix of descriptors (MoD), which represents the input for the
cluster analysis. Accordingly, detailed information on occupational risks related to landfill
management activities are provided, shedding light on the main factors that can lead to
an accident and thus defining specific risk profiles for the workers. This can be beneficial
especially at the organizational level, where remediation or management activities are
planned and risk assessment models are needed [80,81].

In summary, the output of this analysis can be considered an attempt to provide first
practical addresses to improve the safety management of landfill work activities, in the
context of safety management of both industrial and municipal dumpsites, where the lack
of information increases the risk levels, as outlined by [82,83]. This aspect, consistent with
research in the construction sector [84,85], brings forward the need for implementing a
safety management approach to improve the safety level of landfill activities.

Besides these positive outcomes, the study’s limitations must also be pointed out,
which mostly comprise the limited number of the cases analyzed. We selected the period
2008–2019 because INAIL introduced the working task classification in 2008. Hence, only
accidents which occurred during the period 2009–2019 were included. Moreover, in this
sample, the differentiation among minor injuries and serious or fatal accidents was not
considered. This aspect limited the granularity of the analysis.

Furthermore, the results are essentially limited by the use of the ESAW model to filter
data. In fact, on the one hand, such a classification system solved privacy issues in data
analysis, providing comparable statistics at the European level; on the other hand, this
model limits risk profiling related to specific workplaces. Similarly, the INAIL classification
system also provides insufficient details on accidents, reducing the possibility to carry out
a thorough analysis.

Additionally, risk profiling and management proposed in such research work do not
take into account those hazards requiring specific procedures and mitigation measures. For
this reason, risks related to asbestos or radiation were excluded from any analysis, even
though workers could face them during their activities [86,87]. Hence, further research is
needed to include these issues in the risk assessment of landfill activities.

Finally, it must be noted that the study is focused on the analysis of occupational
injuries only. In the official databases that take into account occupational illnesses, it was
not possible to select those related to workers specifically involved in landfill activities.

6. Conclusions

Waste landfills represent a significant concern worldwide due to the extensive envi-
ronmental pollution and the related risks to human health and environment. However,
while the extant literature largely investigates these issues, occupational risks to which the
personnel working in these sites is exposed to are scarcely addressed. The current study is
based on the first outcomes of a research project promoted by the Italian Compensation
Authority (INAIL), which is focused on the analysis of the official accident databases to
provide a risk assessment framework capable of defining specific risk profiles. The analysis
carried out has shown that the main risks are related to the work environment and the mis-
use of work equipment, underlining the need to provide workers with specific information
and training on these aspects. Additionally, the lack of specific occupational risk assessment
when planning remediation activities also emerged. However, these findings can be consid-
ered only preliminary outcomes, as further research is needed to better address the risk
profiles that emerged, combining them with specific preventive and protective measures.
Hence, this article should be considered the result of an initial stage of implementation,
and researchers and practitioners are invited to contribute to its further development.
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Appendix A

Tables A1 and A2 report the codes used in the INAIL accident dataset.

Table A1. ESAW, ATECO, and INAIL compensation codes used as data filters.

INAIL Compensation Codes ESAW Codes ATECO Codes

0420: Cleaning up and urban
waste cleaning

0421: Urban cleaning up, landfill and
incinerators management

Workplace
010: industrial sites

999: other workplaces not mentioned in
ESAW classification

Working process
050: Other activities, complementary to

groups 10, 20, 30, 40

E 38.21.09 urban solid waste treatment
and disposal

E 38.22.00 hazardous solid waste
treatment and disposal

E 39.00.09 remediation and other solid
waste management activities

Table A2. INAIL working tasks in landfills.

INAIL Working Tasks Code Description

1132 Operator at urban solid waste landfills
133 Driver
381 Electrician for vehicles
384 Excavator operator
595 Warehouseman
602 Maintenance operator
702 Guardian
741 Light-wheel mechanic
797 Operator at press brakes
1094 Driver of waste compactors
1230 Operator at pump area
1321 Operations management worker

https://www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/safety9010003/s1
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